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Hello and welcome to the 23rd edition of my Regular Newsletter
May is always busy as it’s the penultimate month of the parliamentary
session before summer recess. That means committee and chamber
business gets increasingly intense.
I’ve spoken in two debates in the Scottish Parliament—one on the
Place Principle and the other regarding turbine jackets being built at
BiFab in Fife, during which I said:
“Were it not for the Scottish Government in 2014, Ferguson
Marine Engineering would not have come back into being and
Liberty Steel would not be operating in Lanarkshire. A further
example from my constituency is Texas Instruments in
Greenock.”
“I know that I speak for my community when I say that my
constituents will want the work to go to Fife.
It is a good thing for Fife, it is a good thing for Scotland and it is
certainly a good thing for Scotland’s industrial future.”

I’ve also asked five questions, including two FMQs, on a range of
issues such as drug policy, housing, plastic packaging
and decarbonisation.
I was pleased to hear the Cabinet Secretary for Environment, Climate
Change and Land Reform agreed with me that, following the First
Minister’s declaration of a climate emergency, supermarkets need to
be part of the solution to reducing Scotland’s single-use plastic waste.

Stuart with Rev Alan Sorensen from Wellpark
Mid Kirk, Greenock at Holyrood before Time
for Reflection
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I hosted two parliamentary events this month—the first for Greenock-based HAS
Technology Group who are leading the way in Scotland at delivering the latest
prevention technology and solutions that enable those organising care to be more
efficient and focus on quality. The ARMED solution was developed here in Scotland to
address issues of early intervention and falls prevention.

The following week I sponsored the Federation of Small
Businesses (FSB) Spring Reception that focused on their
new research into migrant entrepreneurship and
celebrated the contribution of business people not born
in Scotland to our local economies and communities.

Stuart with Brian Brown from
HAS Technology at their
parliamentary event

Locally, I visited the Salvation Army’s Greenock Floating Support Service where I met with some of the volunteers,
staff and service users. This is a valuable service that provides support to those living with addiction issues, as well as
helping people with housing and employment issues.
For Keep Scotland Beautiful’s Clean Up Scotland campaign, I organised a litter pick at Gourock’s Tower Hill.
Cllr John Crowther and staff from Ronnie Cowan MP’s office joined my staff and I, between us collecting numerous
bags of rubbish. Common items found included cans and glass and plastic bottles, which are easily recycled, so I’d
urge everyone to be mindful of the environment and take their litter home.
Stuart at the Salvation Army centre in
Greenock with staff and service-users
(left)
Cllr John Crowther and Stuart at the
top of Tower Hill with the bags of
rubbish collected during Stuart’s litter
pick (right)

I’ve also had meetings with:
- Stonewall Scotland to discuss the Census (Amendment) (Scotland) Bill;
- National Galleries of Scotland and National Heritage Lottery Fund
- Scottish Enterprise alongside Ronnie Cowan MP to discuss investment in Inverclyde businesses
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Drop-in Surgeries
Last Friday of every month
(except July and December)
10.00 Am Port Glasgow Library
13.00 Pm Gourock Library
Please contact the office for details.
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